This message is especially important for the Vatican Chancery Court and the United Nations as a whole, but it is directed to all the billionaire business elite tycoons gathered in Davos, Switzerland.

The UN CORP chartered in Vichy France in 1943, during World War II, founded by French and Belgian Nazis --- is a real problem for you, the United Nations Organization.

First, the WHO side of the World Health Organization is caught bilking the World Bank on Pandemic Bonds and contributing to the false pandemic narrative in exchange for kickbacks from the vaccine manufacturers.

Second, NATO is caught with its member's hands in the Ukraine putsch and later, the development of all sorts of illegal bioweapon research and production facilities in Ukraine.

Third, we have discovered all sorts of adrenochrome "factories" operating on mothballed DOD properties scattered throughout The United States --- complete with manifests for the "missing" children.

WHO, NATO, DOD --- three Bad Actors and all connected to the UN CORP. It is now clear exactly who and what the "enemy" of all mankind is.

And, to everyone's surprise, it's the very people who should be happiest, the ones who sit at the top of the pyramid, who have nothing in the world to worry about or wish for, who are causing all this turmoil, criminality, and grief.

The US, INC. is not only being deliberately mismanaged, but so are all the commercial BANKS.

We have evidence that all the other UN CORP franchises and affiliates are similarly being "weaponized" and mismanaged in a desperate bid to both garner last minute profits and "pull the plug".
Many of the UN CORP's most corrupt franchises, the SEC, the FEDERAL RESERVE, and GOLDMAN-SACHS are already on the run to China, where they hope to parasitize the Chinese people just as they have done to us, exactly like Tapeworms moving on to a new host.

You, the Corporatists gathered in Davos, have profited yourselves from this filthy and criminal "System" you built, and so now you are adding to your sins by destroying the communication and medical and financial systems and everything else you can pervert, maim, or destroy.

But the UN CORP and its franchises didn't actually rebuild the world after World War II. We did. It was our private trust fund money that was commandeered by the military and the banks with barely a nod or a thank you to us --- that rebuilt everything after WWII.

We rebuilt in another way, too, as individual people weighing in, doing the work, contributing the skills.

Right now, you are in Davos trying to figure out how to keep on bilking the Public that you are ultimately dependent upon, while maintaining your claims of Odious Debt, and continuing to shuffle off your own corporate tax burdens onto future generations of living people.

I have never heard such a lot of tripe in my life. Sooner or later, the snake has to eat its own tail.

Let's observe, Geniuses, that you are dependent on the Public, and your corporations only exist by virtue of Public tolerance.

Let's also observe that without the Public you have no customers, no products, no basis for your industries, no sources of income, no purpose, no profits, and it becomes clear that you and your Pals in Government are the Useless Eaters around here.

Your brand of medicine does not promote health, your brand of law does not promote justice, and your use of communications is purely to manipulate. Your banks are crooked as a dog's hind legs. Your Armed Forces are all illegal mercenary forces that you pay peanuts and disparage and blame for your own war profiteering.

Your drugs are dangerous, addictive, and over-priced. Your "fertilizers" ruin the soil. Your vaccines cause diseases instead of preventing them. Your food provides little or no nutrition. Your water supplies are all tainted with heavy metals and poisonous metallic salts. The police services we pay for serve only to protect you and your cronies and your investments. Your so-called money is paper promises to pay someday.

Exactly what is your "system" good for? Inefficient tax accounting?
It's a given that government produces nothing and is dependent in nature, but what excuse do you have for producing bad products, and then expecting everyone else to pay for them?

I count that as being worse than useless.

All members of the United Nations Organization better wake up and realize that they are being used, individually and collectively, as a storefront for the UN CORPORATION, and the UN CORPORATION is functioning in a completely reckless and lawless manner, as well as being completely worthless in terms of producing any products or services that we need.

If this situation offends you and if you are -- quite rightly, afraid that you will be blamed for the UN CORPORATION's actions, it's time to liquidate it as a criminal entity.

And never let those involved in this vicious boondoggle have the privilege of incorporating another business anywhere ever again.
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